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The Pinoy is conservative. Maria Clara in baro't saya proves this point. But times are 
changing fast. Today, Juan de la Cruz is spotted working late. Backlogs are piling and 
holiday deadlines are on the horizon. Wearing a shirt and tie, he’s waiting for his cup of 
triple-shot venti latte while composing an e-mail and talking on his Blackberry 
simultaneously. ‘A day should have more than 24 hours’ Juan de la Cruz thinks to himself. 
 
Because of greater demands, the Pinoy is now aggressive. But in managing finances, the 
Pinoy remains to be conservative. And because his time deposit is just earning him 0.90%-
1.0% on the average per year, inflation is eating up his money like a termite on wood buffet. 
 
But the Pinoy has hopes. The Pinoy has aspirations. And if he has big dreams, he needs to be 
gutsy. It’s hard to become wealthy by playing it safe.  
 
The question is, what now? Well, if you have PhP10,000 and are willing to take the plunge 
into potentially high returns, here are some tips where to invest: 
 

 
a. Invest in yourself. 

This could be very subjective as you may have a different view on how to spend on yourself. But 
the key is to know the difference between spending and investing. Investing in yourself means 
investing in your “money-generating” potential. Learn a skill. Catch a short seminar on money 
management. Purchase some good books because nothing beats one good idea that can change 
your life. PhP10,000 invested on yourself is money well spent. 
 

b. Pay down your bad debt. 
If you have bad debt — whether it be credit card debt or other installment loans, you should 
channel any spare money towards these obligations. Come to think of it, paying down a debt 
which charges you a certain interest is like “earning” on that extra money you use to pay for your 
debt. If you’re carrying a credit card balance, pitching PhP10,000 at it is always a brilliant idea. 
 

c. Invest in a small business. 
Besides the potential to increase your income, you could also find something you actually enjoy 
doing more than your day job.  
 

d. Start to invest in Investment Funds 
With your PhP10,000, you can already have access to the various BPI funds that cater to various 
profiles: from the most conservative to the most aggressive investor. And the newest addition to 
the family of BPI Investment Funds, the Odyssey Funds, satisfies the sophisticated taste of the 
most aggressive investor. Now, fortified with 34 investment funds and mutual funds, BPI is your 
"one-stop-shop" for all your investment needs. 
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e. Set up an automatic investment program.  
Commit to place, say, PhP1,000 a month in a few Unit Investment Trust Funds. Spare at least 
PhP1,000 a month on building a portfolio and you will be surprised how the manner of picking 
out funds, deciding your allocation and starting off an investment program can be pretty 
gratifying. After several years, you will be surprised to know how your net worth has grown 
since you started investing. A lot of this you’d attribute to just “automated investing”. 

 
In BPI, you can set up a Regular Subscription Plan or RSP, an automatic investment program by 
visiting any of our branches or by logging-in at www.bpiexpressonline.com 

 
 
 
There are lots of financial theories and beliefs on investing but after all is said and done, the main 
rules still apply: (1) Invest early. (2) Invest regularly. (3) Stay invested. Investing is sowing a seed. 
You have to be patient and you have to let it work. As John C. Maxwell puts it, “Your success is based 
on the seed that you sow, not on the harvest you reap.” 
 
Now, you will never look at PhP10,000 the same. 
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